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About This Game

A real-time strategy combat game based on the world of the Line Of Defense. Command a team of four Galactic Command
marines in highly classified missions in space and on planets.

Equip your team with all types of inventory items, including weapons of mass destruction, space and planetary vehicles as they
fight hard to accomplish their missions based on issue #0 of the Line Of Defense comic by DC Comics.

Line Of Defense Tactics also contains a full database of all assets from Line Of Defense MMO game – making it an excellent
companion app

Action based storyline based on the Line Of Defense comics

Real time tactical combat with a persistent team of characters

Fight the enemy in ship to ship combat, inside their bases, and on the ground

Command infantry, autonomous androids, and vehicles to complete your missions

Call in airstrikes, deploy turrets, and gain access to advanced weaponry as you progress
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Access the Line Of Defense MMO game's unit and equipment database for intel

Line Of Defense is also available for mobile (iOS, Android) devices, PC and Mac OSX.
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Title: Line Of Defense Tactics - Tactical Advantage
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
3000AD
Publisher:
3000AD
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX compliant with 2GB memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compliant

English
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Flat Path is a very simple puzzle game with intuitive controls. Of course, just because it's simple doesn't mean it's easy; ever since
I figured out how to solve regular sliding puzzles when I was a kid (and impressing what few friends I had in the process), a small
part of me has always been seeking a decent sliding-puzzle challenge. Flat Path definitely qualifies as a sliding-puzzle challenge,
and it does not disappoint.

The object of the game is simple; slide the pieces until a complete path is made from the colored node to the uncolored node(s). The
catch is that you only have a limited number of moves to do so, and from my experiences, it's always the exact number of moves
required. Fortunately, you get unlimited attempts and restarts on each level.

The soundtrack and sound effects have volume sliders in case you want to dampen or mute the sound of the clicking of the tiles or
the unintrusive BGM. A lot of times, puzzles are easier to solve if you're listening to your own music, or nothing at all, so that option
is available should you choose to use it.

In conclusion, Flat Path only has one thing to offer, but it offers it in spades; a vast plethora of sliding puzzles that get increasingly
difficult with each level. I would recommend it if you want a nice and low-priced puzzle game (or a timekilling casual game).. An
incredibly fun track to pick up and play. Its not too complex and for beginners, it helps wit palm muting a fair bit. A must have
track for any SOAD fan.. in' love it!. Colorful visuals, tight controls, and a great mix of platforming and rhythm game to an
awesome soundtrack. This game is a pretty unique idea with good execution, definitely worth a buy. first minute into the game i got
bored of spamming enter to skip the massive and slow text.
4 minutes into the game my eyes started hurting from the low fps scrolling (i left this game idle 1 extra minute to write this warning
review).
This game is sub Intel HD graphics quality and just a chore to read through everything. Better pass this up, even if it is in a bundle
or on sale for 95%. Definitely a title that throws everything at you! Well, a wide variety at least. I enjoyed it, but I also like puzzle
games, so there's that. All in all it took me close to three hours to beat this, which is longer than I expected, I did get stuck like two
times but it wasn't too bad. It's definitely first and foremost a puzzle game, but also has some semi-platforming\/action scenes as
well.

Pros

There's ton of level variety, safe puzzle, dangerous puzzle, moving obstacles, movable objects, conduits, mixers... it's a
bit unclear what all this is, but you'll have to discover that. There's also a few action scenes, actually, which is a bit
surprising in a puzzle title.

There's also a number of different puzzle mechanics that gets introduced during the game's progression.

The environment has a grand scale, it's pretty fantastic, lots of atmosphere even though fairly flat-shaded.

Good enough graphics, everything is coherent and looks like it belongs in the same universe, that does a lot for
immersion IMO.

It has performed quite well, some issues with loading but inside the game it has been just fine.

A setting that is not too common I think, African motifs and music, quite refreshing.Cons

There are some elements that can be nauseating, especially one tilting platform, but also moving platforms
and some more free locomotion. I was fine for most of it, as a seasond VR user, except that tilting platform.

Moving things in puzzles can be janky, with things snapping to unwanted places or just losing grip entirely,
this can be frustrating.

Teleportation is done with a fade-to-black transition, which disorients me, I would have wished for a dash
animation to be an option.I think that's it. I enjoyed it quite a bit, again it felt quite varied and with a well
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balanced challenge scale, that's for sure.

Pro tips

It can feel annoying to teleport with a delay, you have to focus on a node for a short while to travel to
it, but it's actually a very intentional game mechanic that comes into play later.

Teleportation nodes are not visible at all times, most will only be visible when you're at a neighboring
node, so where you can actually travel is not immediately apparent. This also plays into the game
mechanics.

If you feel nauseated by any of the moving platforms, make sure parts of the floor is in view so you
get a fixed world reference, or kneel down for it to be closer to you so you see it in your periphery at
least.

Your secondary staff will occasionally buzz and light up, that means there's a secret nearby.

You can start at any level you have unlocked if you quite the game and come back later.

I'm pretty sure "Reset" in the settings actually wipes progress and is NOT about resetting any settings.
BEWARE! I think I tried it during my first playthrough to reset my looking direction or something
and then thought the game didn't save progress as I had to restart.... SPOILER ALERT**

PROS
1. Doesn't take much time to finish.
2. Puzzle too easy.
3. Story is easy to understand.
4. Free.

CONS
1. Puzzle too easy.
2. Not that scary.
3. Too short.
4. The art (colors and drawings) are too simple in-game. Only in Extra (title menu) when you finished
the game you'll see the chest has somewhat nice drawings.

SPOILER PART
1. I guess it is somewhat a forced relationship between the player and the characters, since the player
are supposed to accept that the vampire will just proposed to the witch. NO DAMN WAY. MY
PUMPKIN GIRL WILL GET THE PRINCE. I WORK HARD FOR HER TO GET THAT MOFO,
DON'T YOU DARE YOU BYATCH.
2. Don't like the "servant-creation" type of relationship, the witch seems to belittle the pumpkin girl as
weak or not smart. BYATCH DON'T YOU DARE.
3. I have no feelings whatsoever towards the butler character, and he is supposed to be paired with the
pumpkin girl? GIVE THAT DUDE TO THE WITCH INSTEAD.
4. No feelings towards the witch and the other butler. I'm like "huh, GTFO".
5. The vampire also belittle my pumpkin girl at the Extra play. "huh, GTFO".

STILL A MYSTERY TO ME
1. There are 3 weird dark ghosts in the dungeon area (the blood fountain). Don't know what they
supposed to do.
2. Got a locket with that butler's face. MY PUMPKIN GIRL DON'T NEED THAT STUPID LOCKET.
Is there a place to sell it since not sure how to return it to the owner.
3. 2 eyes on the wall. Huh? What is it for?
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P/S: WILL DIE FOR MY PUMPKIN GIRL.. The game has stopped working in wins 10. Easy to use,
good debugging options and nice UI, direct Python Reference, good project managment. Everything
that you can wish your python IDE has to have! :). Don't buy this.
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Overall the game is fun and really unique BUT it has maybe 1 hour of game at the most and is not worth the steep $10
Pricepoint. would not buy again. Not your average Yuri visual novel.. Nice package (at the sale price) in theory - but the trains
are hard to find - the Class 47030 shown is not to be found at all in QD or as selectable to create a consist. Based on that, I don't
recommend it - it's just not complete or easy to use.. ryan the barbarian , Cool the. So you get into the game, do the tutorial, and
then a match of campaign and youre done. Thats all the content in this WHOLE 14,99\u20ac game.
Its just playing long, boring and easy matches with ONLY 15 different units over and over again versus some dumb A.I
There is multiplayer, but noone playing the game (of course)
Gameplay (from the units to actually playing a match): Boring as all floopin hell
Visuals: Ive seen better.
Price: Should be a free game.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME NOR THE 4 TERRIBLE VR STRATEGY GAMES BUNDLE! NONE OF EM ARE WORTH
IT!
I hate that i didnt refund this before it was too late.
I warn you. You will regret buying this game later.. For this price, I really expected a more sophisticated game. Instead, it's less
deep and well thought out than other mobile games I paid five dollars for. The story is not very developed, actions have very
little motivation, and the whole thing just feel disjointed. It seems more like a coffee break game, in bite size. And even at the
current 50% off it is way over priced.. The thank you's are everywhere.
10\/10. Well the Art book is really worth it along with the soundtrack which for most Warhammer games is good, but the E-
short story could be longer and the arc scourge is okay could be more useful.
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